What Does It Mean?
Internet Option
Answer 1:

A Tool use to Clean History!
QUESTION 2:

Is it a Windows Tool or a 3rd Party Tool?
Answer 2: A WINDOWS TOOL!
Answer:

A Tool use When disk is fragmented to Put files together
QUESTION 2:
Is it a Windows Tool or a Free-Way Tool?
Answer:

A 3\textsuperscript{RD} Party Freeway Tool
Answer:

Utility files used by the Window’s System or program to accomplish a task. Can be deleted after use.
Question:
What can you use to clean the Temp Files?
Answer:
You can use Windows Disk Cleanup and Also Revo Uninstaller
A Tool used to turn programs and services off that run at startup up
QUESTION 2:
Is it a Windows Tool or a Free-Way Tool?
A Windows Tool used to free up disk space on a hard drive. It Analyzes the hard drive for files not longer used and remove unnecessary files.
QUESTION 2:

Is it a Windows Tool or a Free Way Tool?
A Tool you used to uninstall programs, cleaning junk files, browser cleaning and more. It Mean?
QUESTION 2:

Is it a Windows Tool or a 3\textsuperscript{rd} Party Tool?
Windows Control Panel applet used to uninstall programs
QUESTION 2:
Is it a Windows Tool or a Free-Way Party Tool?
Used to revert and put your computer back to the state it was before you made a change.
QUESTION 2:
Is it a Windows Tool or a Free-Way Tool?